Abstract: Data visualizations can greatly enhance search in digital collections by providing information about the scope and context of a collection and allowing users to more easily browse and explore the contents. This article discusses the benefits of incorporating visualizations into digital collections based on the experiences of the Cold War International History Project (CWIHP) in developing a user-friendly tool for searching and visualizing the project's complex set of historical documents. The paper concludes with a tutorial on using the free Library of Congress tool Viewshare to create visualizations based on real data from the CWIHP Digital Archive. This challenge of organizing and managing digital collections is also a great opportunity to experiment with new ways of displaying, exploring, and understanding cultural heritage materials. For years, institutions have focused on the digitization process itself and the development of the underlying infrastructure necessary to make items accessible online. Now that many institutions have developed the technology and staff expertise necessary to make basic access possible, the next phase will involve leveraging this vast array of digital content in new experimental and potentially revolutionary ways. Increasingly, libraries, archives, and museums have a vast online user-base, patrons whose only interaction with the institution is via a website.
Visualizing Digital Collections
Digital collections pose challenges for cultural heritage institutions by upending traditional ways of organizing and accessing their holdings. Many of these challenges overlap, while others are particular to specific kinds of institutions. For archives, it might mean switching to item-by-item descriptions instead of collection-level finding aids. For libraries, it might mean shifting to licensing digital content instead of owning physical objects. For museums, it might mean displaying artifacts as separate digital items without the detailed interpretative framework of an exhibit. For all institutions, the digital shift involves changes to access controls as materials become available beyond the physical confines of brick-and-mortar walls. With this change comes a concurrent loss of control over the usage of digital holdings.
This challenge of organizing and managing digital collections is also a great opportunity to experiment with new ways of displaying, exploring, and understanding cultural heritage materials. For years, institutions have focused on the digitization process itself and the development of the underlying infrastructure necessary to make items accessible online. Now that many institutions have developed the technology and staff expertise necessary to make basic access possible, the next phase will involve leveraging this vast array of digital content in new experimental and potentially revolutionary ways. Increasingly, libraries, archives, and museums have a vast online user-base, patrons whose only interaction with the institution is via a website.
Users often come into contact with a digital object first through a search engine, arriving without any contextual knowledge of the collection in which it is contained or the repository that holds it.
Providing these users with context and friendly user interfaces is a challenge that cultural heritage institutions can either choose to avoid or approach as an opportunity to create new ways of interacting with and using their digital collections.
Current digital collection interfaces tend to be heavily text-based. Browsing features, if they are offered, are often limited to a list of metadata vocabulary terms or a search that displays the entire contents of a collection, one page of ten to twenty items at a time. The only mechanism for browsing is to flip through thousands of pages of search results and read each individual item. Furthermore, often little to no information is provided about the scope and contents of the digital collection, such as the subject focus, the types of objects it contains, or even the provenance of the items. This is the kind of valuable information that a knowledgeable subject expert can provide through an in-person reference interview. Institutions can try to plug these gaps by providing email or chat-based reference, but it is even more useful to provide basic contextual information about a collection through the website interface itself. One potential solution to this problem of search and providing context in digital collections is the development of data visualizations. Visualizations can be used to show basic features of a collection through easy-to-read graphs and charts, allowing users to quickly grasp the nature of a collection and explore its contents.
Literature Review
Although computer scientists have been experimenting with data visualization through graphs, charts, and maps for decades, cultural heritage institutions have begun to experiment with visualizations much more recently. As a result, the literature on using data visualization with digital collections is somewhat thin. Most of the studies that do exist are based around a specific use-case, usually a prototype visualization system, and they only occasionally include user-assessment data. Often this prototype is not available for installation and use by other institutions, making the application of new ideas and concepts difficult. Yet, even if the specific tools described by these studies are not readily available, these papers can be helpful for developing new ideas and learning from others' experiences, as well as finding practical advice on designing new data visualizations. To an extent, this article also falls into this case-study genre, although I also provide a tutorial on using one of the simplest currently available free tools-the Library of Congress's Viewshare-to supplement my literature review and discussion of my own project's custom-designed visualizations.
One of the earliest examples of a case study on data visualization is Ahlberg and Shneiderman's classic 1993 description of visualizing data via a "starfield display." Ahlberg and Shneiderman first explain the then relatively new concept of "visual information seeking" applications and describe foundational concepts for designing systems to facilitate this visual method of search. These concepts include the already well-established "principles of direct manipulation," with features such as:
• "visual representations of the world of action," like knobs the users can turn and buttons they can push;
• "rapid, incremental, and reversible actions," so users can quickly change and adjust their search query;
• "selection by pointing (not typing)," and
• "immediate and continuous display of results" (Ahlberg & Shneiderman, 1993, p. 1) .
To this list, Ahlberg and Shneiderman add a number of new principles for supporting visual search:
• "dynamic query filters," such as "sliders, buttons, etc." that can be adjusted rapidly by the user;
• use of a "starfield display," which allows all results to be continuously viewed on a single screen, thereby supporting "the viewing of hundreds or thousands of items" at once, and
• "tight coupling" so search refinement options are flexible and interrelated, e.g. "outputs of queries can be easily used as input to produce other queries" (Ahlberg & Shneiderman, 1993) .
The titular "starfield display" Ahlberg and Shneiderman (1993) describe is an abstract form of mapping, in which a scatterplot is created based on arbitrary x and y-axes. Using a starfield display, it is possible to represent all available data on a single screen. Each data point on the scatterplot represents an object in the digital collection, such a document, a photograph, or a film (Ahlberg & Shneiderman, 1993) . Although their concept of the starfield is not the norm for digital collections today, many of the principles Ahlberg and Shneiderman describe are still a solid foundation for creating useful, user-friendly visualizations. For instance, they recommend that "in a well-designed facility, users should be able to see the impact of each selection while forming a query," so users can quickly make changes and adjust their search parameters based on the automatically updating visual results (p. 3). "Tight coupling" is also a design feature of all modern computing systems, in which, for example, buttons are greyed out when the actions they represent cannot be performed, such as saving when no changes have been made to a document (Ahlberg & Shneiderman, 1993, p. 3) . As an example of their design principles, Ahlberg and Shneiderman describe an experimental film database called the "FilmFinder," which displays films on a starfield where "the x-axis represents time [the year of film production] and the y-axis represents a measure of popularity" (Ahlberg & Shneiderman, 1993, p. 4) . A user can quickly see the total number of films in the FilmFinder's database and begin limiting results based on filters such as film genre, length, rating, and even specific actors and directors. The resulting system sounds like it might be a much more useful tool for searching and discovering movies than, say, Netflix's atomized lists of film genres.
Much more recently, a team of students at the University of Maryland designed "ArchivesZ," a tool for visualizing archival collections based on Encoded Archival Description (EAD), the XML format which has become the standard for encoding online finding aids (Kramer-Smyth, Nishigaki, & Anglade, 2007) . The ArchivesZ prototype interface allows archives users to search for content by year and subject in a tightly coupled dual histogram interface, i.e. two bar graphs in which "as one dimension [date] is manipulated, the other dimension [subject] is updated based on a refinement of collections returned" (Kramer-Smyth et al., 2007, p. 3) . Perhaps the most innovative aspect of ArchivesZ is that it uses total linear feet as a unit of measurement rather than the number of separate collections (Kramer-Smyth et al., 2007) . This ingenious decision gives users a much better visual representation of the total amount of content available at an archive on a given topic. For instance, a hypothetical archive may own 30 different collections on women's suffrage. On its face, this seems like a very large number until one sees that these 30 collections consist of only 10 linear feet. In contrast, the hypothetical archives owns only two collections related to gender studies, but those two collections may contain more than 100 total linear feet of material. ArchivesZ generates its subject list by breaking down Library of Congress Subject Headings into component tags, so the long heading "Tobacco-Maryland-History" becomes the list of separate tags "tobacco," "Maryland," and "history." (Kramer-Smyth et al., 2007, p. 7) . In this way, all collections about tobacco, Maryland, or history can be grouped together, rather than displaying the single collection tagged with "Tobacco-Maryland-History" by itself. The code for the ArchivesZ prototype is available online along with instructions for installing it-which requires a MySQL database and an installation of Ruby on Rails (Anglade, 2007) . Additionally, one of the original team members, Jeanne Kramer-Smyth, has a blog with many examples of experimenting with ArchivesZ using data from real EAD finding aids donated by a variety of different archives (Kramer-Smyth, n.d.) .
A number of other data visualization prototypes have been designed in recent years. Another team from the Netherlands, Scharnhorst, ten Bosch, and Doorn (2012), designed a visual interface for the self-archiving system "EASY" at the Data Archiving and Networked Services (DANS). DANS "is the largest national research data archive in the Netherlands in the social sciences and humanities" and EASY is the institution's digital archive for research data sets (Scharnhorst, ten Bosch, & Doorn, 2012, p. 3) . The team created a set of interactive webbased visual interfaces for use in navigating EASY's collections using an interactive treemap and a hierarchical category tree. In another study, a US-Canadian team, Ruecker, Shiri and Fiorentino (2012) , developed two different thesauri interfaces with visual elements, "Searchling" and "T-Saurus." Searchling was designed to make complex thesaurus hierarchies and bilingual dictionaries easy to browse, while T-Saurus represents the number of terms found by a query through a visual display with different sets of "buckets." In T-Saurus, "the number of buckets represent the number of terms found by the query," and "the size of the buckets represents the number of matches for that particular term, while proximity and opacity represent scope and accuracy of the term in relation to pre-established hierarchies" (Ruecker et al., 2012, p. 3). These prototype interfaces may be useful as examples for anyone developing a hierarchical browser.
Furthermore, a slightly different but related team, Shiri, Ruecker, and Murphy (2012) Aside from these more focused case studies, a number of authors have also begun writing more abstractly on the philosophy and reasoning behind incorporating data visualizations into digital collections. Mitchell Whitelaw (2012b) , for example, has written extensively on the theory and practice of visualizing digital collections as well as the design of user-friendly "generous interfaces," which incorporate visual elements. Whitelaw also notes that the time is ripe to develop new interfaces based on the assumption that many users' "only experience of a collection will be digital" and thus the website interface becomes "the manifestation of that collection for the users" (2012b, p. 1). In his introductory article on generous interfaces, Whitelaw (2012b) begins by describing current interfaces for digital collections, which almost universally place primacy on text search (p. 1). New users are regularly faced with a blank set of search boxes and little to no information about the contents of the collection they are searching.
Search becomes a series of trial-and-error tests that too often result in a disappointing black page with "no results found." Text search assumes that users know what they are looking for and that they do not need assistance exploring the collection, yet, as any reference professional, knows this is rarely the case. In contrast, Whitelaw's "generous interfaces" do not hide their inner treasures; they show them to the user from the very beginning, giving users an overview of the content before they search. Whitelaw has created several prototype projects based on these principles for Australian institutions, including Manly Images, "an experimental web interface to the Manly Local Studies Image collection," (Whitelaw, 2012a ) and the commonsExplorer, "an experimental interactive browser for Flickr Commons" .
In their article on visual content exploration in large document collections, Drahomira Herrmannova and Petr Knoth (2012) speak on similar themes when they explain that "while exploratory searches constitute a significant proportion of all searches, current search interfaces do not sufficiently support them" (Introduction, para. 3). Herrmannova and Knoth then go on to describe the variety of new approaches that have been developed for visualizing digital collections, outlining basic design principles such as "added value" (visualizations should "reduce the mental workload of the user," not simply look cool); a focus on simplicity in design and high "visual legibility" to reduce new users' learning curve, as well as the thoughtful use of colors, dimension, and fixed spatial location in visualizations (2012, Section 3, para. 3-8).
Herrmannova and Knoth then propose a hypothetical visual interface for better supporting exploratory search which consists of a screen divided into three columns, including a central (Stefaner, n.d.) . New tools proliferate every day, some of which are quickly adopted, while others fall into obsolescence. Open-source tools have the benefit of being free, but they may also require a high degree of technical knowledge to install and use successfully. Below, I have chosen to focus on Viewshare for my tutorial because it is a very easy-to-use tool that was specifically designed to quickly and easily import data from existing digital collections.
Types of Visualizations
In an effort to condense the many different types of visualizations, I have categorized them based upon the three different overlapping functions they serve for search and discovery:
Descriptive
Descriptive visualizations give users contextual information about a collection before they begin searching. This upends the more common interface design that presents a user with an empty search box and little to no information about the collection within. As librarians and archivists are well aware, the best searchers are people who already have good knowledge of the collections they are searching. As Hinton and Whitelaw (2010) note, "search assumes that a user is able to provide a query; but a user who is unfamiliar with the collection's scope, contents, or structure may not be in a position to query it effective" (p. 52). When faced with a contextless search box, search becomes a process of trial-and-error, often with many dead-end queries and a frustrating lack of results. This can be avoided by providing a graphical representation of the collection that helps the user immediately see its scope and contents. Drawn from metadata, visualizations can reveal a collection's composition such as date range, languages, types of material, common subjects, and creators. They might include a pie chart, bar graph, map, or other useful charts or graphs depending upon the nature of the underlying collection and the available metadata.
Browsing
Purely descriptive visualizations provide users with context to assist them with a text-based search. In contrast, browsable visualizations can be manipulated by the users to perform a search based on the visual information with which they are presented. This interactivity introduces an element of play, allowing users to experiment and explore the collections, in the process revealing new aspects of the content and potentially unexpected features that are not evident in traditional forms of description. It also makes search more fruitful, as Ahlberg and Shneiderman (1993) explain, "in a well-designed facility, users should be able to see the impact of each selection while forming a query…. The idea is to prevent users from specifying null sets" and hitting the brick wall of 0 results found (p. 246).
Visual search options
Separate from data visualization per se, but significant for ease of user search is the creation of visual search mechanisms in the interface itself. These are "visual representations of the world of action" also described by Ahlberg and Shneiderman (1993) , that is, any visual means of simplifying the selection of search options, such as a calendar interface for selecting dates or a map for selecting geographic locations (p. 1). Visual search mechanisms first show the user the underlying structure of the data and then have them select an option, rather than requiring the user to use trial-and-error searches to understand the structure and limitations of the system.
Digital Collections and Iterative Development
Digitizing and cataloging a collection is by no means a small feat, and I do not wish to disparage current limited digital interfaces or the time and funding cultural institutions have invested in digitizing their collections. Simply making materials available in a searchable digital format is a huge first step, and one that deserves congratulations. Yet it is best thought of as only a first step. In order to stay current and useful, digital collections should continue growing and In 1995, the project built its first website and began posting material online (Hershberg, 1995, p. 125 In 2011, thanks to a series of digitization grants and internal support from the Wilson Center itself, the project was able to begin planning for the complete redesign and re-launch of the CWIHP website, including a renamed Digital Archive. After a competitive bidding process, Second Story Interactive Studios was selected as the project's web developer due to its experience working on museum exhibits and digital collections as well as the elegance and interactivity of their designs. One of the project's key goals was the development of user-friendly browse tools that would make it easy and fun for new users to explore the diverse collections of the Digital Archive. The unique nature of our collections-drawn from more than 100 different archives in dozens of different countries around the globe-make them particularly challenging for new users to explore.
The New Cold War Digital Archive
The Cold War project's forays into data visualization began with the third function of visualizations, visualizing search options. The Digital Archive's previous interface allowed only browsing across artificially created thematic "collections," or an alphabetical list of geographic locations. These geographic terms refer to the subject content of each individual document, so selecting "Czechoslovakia" leads the user to a list of historical documents about the former country, as opposed to documents from Czechoslovakia. This is in part because the originating location of a document often says very little about its subject content and in fact can be quite misleading since much of the Digital Archive focuses on diplomatic material in which representatives from one country describe and analyze events in another. For instance, while the Digital Archive contains no documents from North Korea (aside from a handful of captured records from the Korean War), it has nearly 1,500 historical documents about the country drawn from the archives of North Korea's former communist allies.
Geography is one of the most significant ways of accessing the Digital Archive since Cold War scholars often focus on a specific region or country. Similarly, geographic browsing is an easy entry point for new users who are unsure what is contained in the collections and simply want to explore. One of the goals of the new website's development was to design a map interface that would simplify the selection of geographic regions and countries for search (Digital Archive, n.d.-a) (see Figure 1) . The new interface was designed to support a hierarchy, allowing countries to be associated with a larger region, and cities with a larger country. On the map itself, the geographic regions would be displayed as simple outlines without internally defined political boundaries due to the complications of displaying the shifting borders before and after the Cold War. 
Tutorial -Experimenting with Viewshare
As an example of the kind of visualizations that can be developed using freely available tools, I created three different "views" on Viewshare using data drawn from the CWIHP Digital
Archive. These views and the underlying data can all be accessed via my profile on Viewshare, username lauradeal (Deal, 2014b Viewshare has a large number of importation options, including pulling data directly from a JSON list, an OAI-PMH endpoint, XML MODS files, or a ContentDM database. If your data is not exposed through any of those protocols, or you are unfamiliar with using web services, you can also import data from a simple CSV or Excel spreadsheet. Importing data directly through JSON, XML, or OAI has the benefit that the data updates automatically and any "views" created from that dataset will remain up to date. However, your ability to edit and transform such data is limited by Viewshare's interface options. In contrast, importing from a CSV or Excel spreadsheet gives you the ability to easily transform and combine data in Excel prior to importation into Viewshare. But this data must be refreshed manually by reimporting/uploading the spreadsheet file. Importing via web services is most useful for collections that are updated regularly and are constantly changing, while importing via spreadsheet is most useful for closed collections that will not be updated again or are only rarely updated.
For my own example, I imported data both directly from the Digital Archive's JSON web services and also from Excel files (Digital Archive, n.d.-b). I found that using spreadsheets gave me much more flexibility in transforming and editing data but required more preparation time than simply importing directly from the web. For example, metadata about whether or not a translation of a document is available is stored as a checkbox in the Digital Archive content management system, appearing as either "checked" or "unchecked" in the imported metadata. By starting with a simple spreadsheet, I was able to quickly find/replace these terms for the more user-friendly "Translation Available" or "No Translation" (see Figure 2) . Spreadsheet data can be easily re-uploaded or "refreshed" after edits have been made to the original file. After some trial and error, I also discovered that Viewshare had an easier time importing Excel files than plain CSV files. The metadata fields I imported for my three data sets included document title, document description, original language, document date, geographical location, translation status, record ID, and URL. Once the data has been uploaded, Viewshare displays an example record with each of the metadata fields it has detected (see Figure 2 ). Viewshare's interface allows you to assign data "types" to each field in the metadata scheme, sorting the data into categories such as text, number, date/time, location, and URL. This basic administrative metadata helps Viewshare interpret your data and create specific kinds of graphs and charts later in the visualization process. For example, a text field can become a list, a date field can become a timeline, and a location field can become a map. Data can also be edited and transformed in limited ways via Viewshare's interface. Viewshare has the ability to "augment" certain fields and reformat data to better work with its interface. Currently you can augment only a date, location, or list field.
Using these options, Viewshare can transform dates into ISO 8601 date format (YYYY-MM-DDT00:00:00+00:00), transform city/state names and zip codes into exact latitude/longitude (Washington, DC becomes 38.89511,-77.03637), and split text into a list using preset patterns or delimiters ("bread, flour, milk" or "bread; flour; milk" or "bread--flour-milk," etc.). Two or more fields can also be combined into one using augmentation.
Once your data has been edited, you can save the data set and begin building a "view" or data visualization (see Figure 3) . Multiple views can be made from the same dataset, so you can create several different ways of visualizing the same collection, such as for different audiences.
Note that multiple data streams cannot currently be combined and used for the same view. Only one data set at a time can be used for each view. Views are created by selecting from a variety of options, such as creating a pie chart, a map, a scatter plot, a table, a timeline, or a list. "Widgets"
can also be added to the sides or top of the view, including a simple search box, a list for filtering, a number slider, a tag cloud, or your institution's logo. There are a whole host of different possibilities and flexible options for displaying data. It takes some experimentation to determine what all of the different dropdown boxes and checkboxes do, but overall it is very easy and fun to create a new visualization using Viewshare.
Figure 3:
Creating a "view" using Viewshare.
The three views I created myself included a timeline using a sample of the first 500 records imported into Viewshare via JSON (Deal, 2014c) , a pie chart showing all of the Digital Archive's documents sorted by original language (Deal, 2014d) , and a detailed view with several different options for exploring our Cuban Missile Crisis collection (Deal, 2014a) . Overall I was very pleased with my ability to create interesting and informative views. The pie chart displaying documents by original language is a particularly useful visualization I would like to incorporate into the Digital Archive's "browse" page in the future (see Figure 4) . Searching in Viewshare is also a pleasure. Search is very quick, and visualizations are automatically updated to show the resulting changes as the displayed data is narrowed based on search terms. For example, on the language view, searching for "Khrushchev" updates the pie chart, revealing that of the available documents that mention Khrushchev, 55.8% are Russian, 8.8% are German, 5.5% are Albanian, 5.5% are Polish, 5% are Romanian, 3.9% are Czech, 2.8% are Chinese, and so on. Using the translation field "widget" I created on the right side of the view, a user can quickly limit documents to only those with English translations available or only those without translations (see Figure 4) . Once created, Viewshare views can be embedded directly into webpages, making it possible for an institution to embed them directly into a digital collection website. Views could also be useful for displaying collections on a blog, a research guide, a finding aid, or an online catalog. The flexibility and easy-to-learn interface of Viewshare makes it an excellent option for experimenting with visualizing digital collections. I strongly recommend that anyone with a sample data set try using it and test out the variety of options. The potential uses and possibilities are nearly limitless.
Conclusion
The digital landscape is changing rapidly, bringing new opportunities for cultural heritage institutions to update and innovate with their digital collections. Visualizations have the potential to greatly improve search and discovery for online collections, transforming how users interact with digital collections. Furthermore, changing technology is making it easier than ever to incorporate visualizations into search interfaces and websites. The time is ripe for cultural heritage institutions to begin experimenting with data visualization in earnest. The first step is simply testing freely available online tools and exploring the endless possibilities of data visualization for digital collections.
